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Each figure takes a turn guiding viewers through the emotional and epic story of the most famous
man in history, through his birth, death and resurrection, all conveyed through a combination of

scripted drama and interviews with prominent religious and historical experts. Utilizing some of the
worlds most respected Biblical scholars, historians, faith leaders and theologians, the series weaves
together the canonical Gospels, historical sources and cultural context to create a complete portrait
of Jesus the man and the Messiah. The series reveals his journey through a complex world of kings,

politicians, reformers and soldiers in a turbulent power struggle during a time of revolutionary
change. Jesus: His Life brings viewers into this dramatic world to reveal the greatest story ever told.

The series premieres two episodes back-to-back weekly beginning on Monday, March 25 at 8pm
ET/PT, with the finale airing just before Easter. A+E Networks holds exclusive worldwide distribution

rights for the series which is produced by Nutopia. As regards the PII context, a GEE analysis revealed
statistical significance only in the HS group. The use of LS in PII is statistically higher than the use of

LS by the HS group by comparison (p = 0.035). The HS were 47% more likely to use a LS in PII
compared to the HS. In contrast, no statistical significance was found in relation to TS in this context (
Figure 1 ). As regards the I context, a GEE analysis revealed statistical significance for all four Greek

groups of monolingual speakers. The HS used a LS (X2(1, N = 6) = 11.128, p = 0.001) and a NS
(X2(1, N = 6) = 8.569, p = 0.003) significantly more frequently than the HS. The data shows a

statistically significant difference in LS use by comparison to Greek monolinguals for HS as well as for
the other groups of speaker (see Appendix D). The likelihood ratio presented in Table 14 reveals that

being a HS increases by 668% the probability of using a LS in I. 5ec8ef588b
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